CNS MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The Center for Networked Systems (CNS), established in 2004, is a research group of UC San Diego
faculty/researchers and graduate students collaborating with companies interested in emerging challenges in
networked systems platforms and environments. We are building, testing, measuring, and evaluating real systems for
results that have a real impact.
If your company is interested in networking, data centers, measurement, security, and data analysis research and you
would like to collaborate with CNS students, consider becoming a Sponsor level industry member of CNS.
Sponsor Membership: $100,000 +
Your membership supports research projects at CNS headed by CNS faculty and researchers and supporting the
research training of CNS graduate students working on these projects.
CNS Sponsor Level membership benefits include the following:
Invitation for an unlimited number of your representatives to our yearly CNS Research Reviews located at UC San
Diego and invitations to the CNS Lecture Series.
Assistance in developing deep technical and research relationships with faculty, graduate, and undergraduate
students for sponsored and collaborative research, including jointly published research papers, open-source software
releases, and other results.
Opportunities to promote your company and recruit students on campus. A direct connection to advertising your
employment opportunities to CSE students who are working in systems and networking research.
Potential opportunities to send your representatives to be Visiting Scholars hosted at UC San Diego by CNS, based on
mutual interest.
The annual visit of CNS researchers to your company to explore possible collaborations or host a collaboration visit at
UC San Diego for your company.
Membership recognition on the CNS website, placement of logo on CNS marketing materials, and the inclusion of
company literature at CNS Research Review registration table.
Periodic “Notes from the field” email updates.
Affiliate Membership: $3,000 - $10,000 + (depending upon company revenue)
Your membership donation directly supports activities coordinated by CNS such as our research reviews and CNS
lecture series.
Invitation for two of your representatives to our yearly CNS Research Review located at UC San Diego.
Periodic “Notes from the field” email updates.

